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Abstract. We survey the subject of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), emphasizing knowledge avail-

able prior to about 2003, as a synopsis of the phenomenology and its interpretation.
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1. Background

A Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) is “...an observable change in coronal structure
that (1) occurs on a time scale of a few minutes and several hours and (2) involves
the appearance and outward motion of a new, discrete, bright, white-light feature in
the coronagraph field of view” (Hundhausen et al., 1984; Schwenn, 1996). With a
kinetic energy that may exceed 1032 ergs, it is one of the most energetic forms of solar
activity. We believe a CME in essence to be the eruption of a magnetically closed
volume of the lower and middle corona.1 The CMEs are interesting in their own
right; they also have substantial effects on the Earth’s environment. In this chapter
we give an overview of the CME phenomenon, touching on all of its manifestations
– traceable now from the photosphere into the distant heliosphere as far as human
exploration has extended. This chapter summarizes the basic knowledge available
prior to 2003. Figure 1 shows representative examples.

Originally termed “coronal transients,” CMEs entered the modern era (but
Figure 1 also shows one historical observation) with the Skylab observations
(Gosling et al., 1974; Munro et al., 1979). Detailed records from the P78-1 coron-
agraph (Howard et al., 1985) provided an early comprehensive view, including the
discovery of the “halo CME” (Howard et al., 1982; see also Alexander et al., 2006,
this volume) now known to be mainly responsible for terrestrial effects.

The modern view of CMEs has broadened considerably as the result of obser-
vations made by instruments other than coronagraphs at visual wavelengths. The
Chapman Conference of 1997 (Crooker et al., 1997) provides an excellent set of
papers covering both the classical and the newer material available then.

1In our usage the lower and middle corona are below and above, respectively, the projected height of

a typical coronagraphic occulting edge.
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Figure 1. Six views of coronal mass ejections. Top: Prototypical “3-part CME” as observed by SMM;

halo CME from LASCO. Middle: two views of flux-rope CMEs (LASCO). Bottom: Historical eclipse

observation of possible CME; type II radio burst (Culgoora spectrogram).
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Figure 2. Survey of coronal plasma β, from Gary (2001), as a function of height above the photo-

sphere. Note that this display ignores non-radial variation. A similar plot for Alfvén speed would

show a radial decrease outward, followed by a rise to a local maximum in the upper corona, then a

monotonic decline into the heliosphere.

The solar corona consists mainly of hot (106 K) and ionized plasma, bounded
above by the solar wind and below by atmospheric layers at much lower temper-
atures. The magnetic field dictates the structure of the corona, according to its
generally low plasma beta (the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure; see Figure 2).
CME movies give the impression that a sector of the coronal field simply expands
and opens out into the solar wind. It thus (temporarily, at least) must increase
the open-field fraction of the photospheric field. The corona (to 10R�) contains
1018−19 g according to the semi-empirical models of Withbroe (1988). The mass
content above 3R�, representative of the domain of coronagraphic observations,
would not amount to 1015 g in the angular domain of a large CME, so that (as the
images show) most of the CME mass typically originates in or below the lower
corona.

Figure 2 shows estimates of the distribution of β with height (Gary, 2001); note
that this survey ignores non-radial structure. Large local variations of plasma β

occur in active regions because of the presence of dense loops. Our direct knowl-
edge of the coronal magnetic field is extremely limited because of observational
difficulties. As a result one must use representative ranges (as presented in Figure 2)
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or extrapolations from the photospheric Zeeman-splitting observations, usually
based on the force-free condition ∇ × B = αB (where α generally would be a
function of position as determined by subphotospheric conditions). These extrap-
olations have systematic errors, the most obvious of which is that the photospheric
observations refer to a layer that is not itself force-free.

In general the corona supports a system of currents, and so potential-field rep-
resentations based upon data at the lower boundary cannot exactly represent the
geometry. The “potential field source surface” (PFSS) method ingeniously sidesteps
this problem (Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969; Schatten et al., 1969), at least for the
large-scale structure. In this approach one uses a potential representation from the
photosphere out to an optimum spherical “source surface,” almost universally now
set at 2.5R�. A fictitious current flows at this surface with such a distribution that the
field external to it is strictly radial. Several groups pursue this practical approach,
which (for example) appears to do a good job in defining coronal holes and open
field for heliospheric applications (e.g., Wang et al., 1996). Unfortunately it cannot
be used to represent magnetic energy storage within the coronal domain itself, so
it is of little use in studying the details of flare or CME evolution.

The photospheric magnetic field does not reflect CME occurrence in any obvi-
ous way, although observations of subtle flare effects do exist, especially in limb
observations where a small tilt in the field may affect the line-of-sight component
(Cameron and Sammis, 1999). This absence of strong effects is consistent with the
general idea of coronal energy storage and release to explain the transients, but this
conclusion must be understood more quantitatively. It is also consistent with the
important idea (Melrose, 1995) that the vertical currents responsible for coronal
magnetic energy storage must have their origin deep in the convection zone, and
not vary appreciably during the transient.

CMEs usually come from active regions in close association with major solar
flares, but they also can come from filament channels in the quiet Sun. The three-part
structure for the quiet-Sun events, often associated with filament eruptions from
the polar crown, can be directly identified with the appearance of a streamer cavity
seen on the limb in white light or soft X-rays. Quiet-Sun events correspond to weak
flare-like effects seen in chromospheric observations (Harvey et al., 1986); such
events often have slow, low-temperature soft X-ray emissions that do not produce
recognizable GOES2 signatures (e.g., Hudson et al., 1995).

2. Techniques of Observation

CMEs are observed directly by white-light coronagraphs, mostly via photo-
spheric light Thomson-scattered by coronal electrons. Eclipse images show coronal
structure definitively well, and in spite of their infrequency have shown CMEs in
rare historical cases (see Figure 1). Phenomena related to CMEs appear at virtually

2Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite.
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every observable wavelength (the “non-coronagraphic” observations; see Hudson
and Cliver, 2001) as well as in many interplanetary signatures (e.g., Gosling, 1991).

2.1. OPTICAL/UV

Bernard Lyot’s invention of the coronagraph permitted time-series observations of
changes in coronal structure. A coronagraph is a special-purpose telescope that
images only the corona, suppressing the bright photosphere by either internal or
external occultation; stray-light levels can now be reduced to the order of 10−15 of
disk brightness at an elongation of 18◦ (Buffington et al., 2003). The essential point
of the visible-light observations is that they show the electron-scattered emission of
the K-corona; the intensity thus determines the line-of-sight column density of the
corona, which is optically thin outside prominences. The high temperature of the
corona smears out the photospheric Fraunhofer line spectrum, but an emission-line
component appears prominently at short wavelengths.

2.2. RADIO

Within the vast spectral range of ground-based radio techniques (roughly 3×106 Hz
to 1012 Hz) one finds a variety of emission mechanisms and observing techniques.
The meter-decimeter wavelength ranges show us the corona mainly via coherent
emission mechanisms; because these are bright at the plasma frequency one gets a
rough measure of the density. At shorter wavelengths the optical depth decreases
until at submillimeter wavelengths one sees right into the upper photosphere. Free-
free emission can be detected from either over-dense coronal loops following flares
or the quiet lower solar atmosphere; gyrosynchrotron radiation comes from high-
energy electrons. Below about 10 MHz radio receivers in space allow us to study
solar-wind phenomena as far down as the local plasma frequency at 1 AU, normally
at ∼3 × 104 Hz.

2.3. EUV/X-RAY

The EUV and X-ray wavelengths show us the K-corona directly in emission. The
emissivity of the hot corona decreases rapidly at short wavelengths, but the extreme
temperature dependence (∝ e−hν/kT in the limit) results in large image contrast for
X-rays at hν > kT . Focusing optics (grazing incidence for soft X-rays to a few keV;
normal incidence for narrow-band imaging longward of about 100 Å) with good
angular resolution led to many discoveries. The first systematic X-ray and EUV
observations were those from Skylab, and showed coronal holes, flares, CME-
related ejecta and dimmings, and in general many counterparts of phenomena
previously studied only at other wavelengths. The normal-incidence TRACE
observations have revolutionized our views of coronal dynamics, owing to their
high resolution (0.5′′ pixels; see Handy et al., 1999).
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2.4. INTERPLANETARY

The interplanetary data mostly consist of in-situ measurements of particles and
fields, in which one characterizes the bulk parameters (speed, density, temperature,
magnetic field) of the solar wind, plus the distribution functions and abundances
(ionization states, elements, isotopes) within the plasma (Zurbuchen and Richard-
son, 2006, this volume; Wimmer et al., 2006, this volume). These include solar
energetic particles resulting ultimately from flares and CMEs; the interplanetary
shock waves have a close association with CMEs (Sheeley et al., 1985), and these
shock waves cause SEP (Solar Energetic Particle) events (e.g., Reames, 1999;
Klecker et al., 2006, this volume; Cane and Lario, 2006, this volume). Most of the
interplanetary observations are from near-Earth space, but Helios, Ulysses, and the
Voyagers have now explored as far in as 0.3R�, out of the ecliptic plane, and out
to the heliopause (Gazis et al., 2006 his volume).

3. Coronagraphic Observations

3.1. WHITE LIGHT

CMEs are unambiguously identified in white light coronal observations as outward-
moving density structures (Tousey, 1973; Gosling et al., 1974). The rate at which
they occur correlates well with the solar activity cycle (Webb and Howard, 1994);
(St. Cyr et al., 2000); their appearance does not significantly differ between sunspot
minimum and sunspot maximum. CMEs often appear as a “three-part” structure
comprised of an outer bright front, and a darker underlying cavity within which
is embedded a brighter core as shown in Figure 1 (Hundhausen, 1987). The front
may contain swept-up as well as primary material (Hildner et al., 1975; Illing
and Hundhausen, 1985). The cavity is a region of lower plasma density but prob-
ably higher magnetic field strength. The cores of CMEs can often be identified
as prominence material on the basis of their visibility in chromospheric emission
lines (Sheeley et al., 1975; Schmieder et al., 2002) and often appear to have helical
structure.

In addition to the familiar 3-part CMEs, other types commonly occur – narrow
CMEs and CMEs with clear flux-rope morphology, in particular (Howard et al.,
1985). Halo CMEs (Figure 1) have special properties resulting from projection
effects (see Burkepile et al., 2004).

Five different coronagraphs have contributed substantial information about CME
properties in a statistical sense: those on Skylab, Solwind, SMM, and SOHO
from space, and the MK3 coronagraph at Mauna Loa Solar Observatory. These
instruments have different properties (sampling, radius of occulting edge, epoch
of observation) but a consistent picture generally prevails. We can distinguish the
observational properties of CMEs into morphological (geometry, kinematics) and
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TABLE I

CMEs: average properties.

MK3a SMMb Skylabc Solwindd LASCOe

Period of observation 1980–99 1980 1973–1974 1979–1980 1996–

1984–89 1984–85 present

Field of view (R�) 1.15–2.24 1.8–∼5 2–6 3–10 1.1–32

Angular Size (deg) 37 47 42 43 72

Speed (km/s) 390 349 470 460 424

Mass (g) 3.3 × 1015 4.7 × 1015 4.0 × 1015 1.7 × 1015

K. E. (erg) 6.7 × 1030 3.1 × 1030 3.4 × 1030 4.3 × 1030

P. E. (erg) 7.1 × 1030 8.0 × 1030

a St. Cyr et al. (1999).
b Hundhausen (1993).
c Gosling et al. (1976), Rust (1979) and Hundhausen (1993).
d Howard et al. (1985) and Howard et al. (1986).
e St. Cyr et al. (2000) and Vourlidas et al. (2002).

physical (mass, energy) categories. For reference we quote the average proper-
ties from the different sources in Table I; these are roughly consistent among the
different data sets.

It is important to note that these are measurements of CME apparent properties
as seen projected in two dimensions in an optically thin medium. This projection
introduces systematic distortions in the appearance of the object and makes the
determination of point properties more difficult and generally model-dependent.
The distortions are small for structures close to the “plane of the sky” (i.e., the
plane containing the solar limb) but can be severe elsewhere. Objects located away
from the plane of the solar limb appear at higher apparent latitudes, have larger
apparent widths and lower apparent heights than their true values (Hundhausen,
1993; Burkepile et al., 2004). In addition, the lower apparent heights lead to under-
estimates of CME speeds (Hundhausen et al., 1994). The underestimation of the
height also impacts the brightness and, hence, the mass estimate.

3.2. MORPHOLOGICAL AND KINEMATICAL PROPERTIES

3.2.1. Position Angles
The apparent latitude of a CME is typically determined from the position an-
gle of its projected angular centroid (Howard et al., 1985). Hundhausen (1993)
showed that this depends strongly upon the CME source location. They also found
the distribution of apparent latitudes of CMEs to be unimodal and to center at
the heliomagnetic equator. There is a systematic variation with the solar cycle.
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Figure 3. Left: Apparent latitudes (position angles) of CME occurrence, as observed by SOHO (center

panel) compared with disappearing filaments (top) and flares (bottom) (from Pojoga and Huang

(2003)). Right: Similar comparison between microwave-observed filament locations (top) and their

corresponding CMEs (Gopalswamy et al., 2003). The statistical views show that CME origins in the

low corona (flares or CME eruptions) have a bimodal distribution in latitude, whereas the CMEs have

a unimodal distribution concentrated at the equator.

Around solar minimum the CMEs tend to occur at lower latitudes, and as the rise
to maximum occurs, the apparent latitudes increase. The CME apparent latitudes
are well-correlated with the latitude distribution of the helmet streamers (Hund-
hausen, 1993) rather than with the “butterfly diagram” latitudes of active regions.
The LASCO observations of the current cycle (St. Cyr et al., 2000) confirm this
observation (Figure 3).
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Figure 4. Angular sizes of CMEs vs. phase in the solar cycle, based upon LASCO observations

(St. Cyr et al., 2000). The number of wider CMEs increases towards solar maximum (Hundhausen,

1993).

3.2.2. Angular Sizes
The smallest average CME angular size in Table I is measured in the low coronal
measurements from MK3 (St. Cyr et al., 1999). This suggests that some CMEs
may expand in the early stages of their formation and propagation, particularly
those events (the majority; see (Subramanian and Dere, 2001) that originate in
and near active regions (Dere et al., 1997). The higher average angular sizes de-
termined from the outer coronal observations from LASCO (St. Cyr et al., 2000)
probably result from projection, since the LASCO coronagraphs are able to de-
tect many disk-centered CMEs with large apparent widths. Figure 4 compares
CME apparent widths between states of low and high solar activity (St. Cyr et al.,
2000). The data generally indicate a decrease in the percentage of wide CMEs
during the descending or minimum phases of the solar cycle for each of the three
datasets.

3.2.3. Speeds
The average CME speeds determined from the various datasets do not vary sig-
nificantly (see Table I). This speed, however, does have a solar-cycle dependence,
though not a simple one. Both SMM and Solwind report very low speeds for CMEs
in 1984, during the declining phase of activity. However, the average SMM CME
speeds are higher in 1985 and 1986, at solar minimum, due to the appearance of
new active regions which are associated with a handful of high-speed CMEs. The
lowest average LASCO CME speed occurs at solar minimum (1996) and gradually
increases through 1998 with the appearance of a high-speed tail in the distribution
which may be associated with the occurrence of new-cycle active regions. CMEs
associated with active regions have higher average speeds than CMEs associated
with eruptive prominences located away from active regions (Gosling et al., 1976).
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Figure 5. Illustration of the two types of CME motion suggested by Sheeley et al. (1999). The upper

panel shows brightness distribution along a radial line (in this case 4◦ N of W, or a position angle of

274◦). The decelerating event of Nov. 4, 1997, occurs early on Day 308 and was associated with an

X2.1 flare at S14, W33. Many accelerating events can be seen as well.

3.2.4. Accelerations
MacQueen and Fisher (1983) found that CMEs associated with flares had more
rapid accelerations. Sheeley et al. (1999), on this basis, argue for the existence of
two types of CMEs: those associated with flares, which tend to appear at full speed
and then decelerate, and the filament-eruption CMEs, which slowly accelerate (see
Figure 5 for examples).

3.3. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

3.3.1. Masses
The excess brightness of a given image relative to a pre-event image gives a “snap-
shot” estimate of CME mass via the plane-of-the-sky assumption. This represents
a lower limit, and a snapshot also does not capture the continuing enhanced flow
often seen long after the initial eruption. Standard assumptions are (1) that all of
the CME material is located in the plane of the sky, and (2) that the corona is a
completely ionized plasma consisting of 90% hydrogen and 10% helium (Vourlidas
et al., 2000).

3.3.2. Energies
The kinetic and potential energies of a CME can be determined from the inferred
masses and velocities, subject to the projection biases. The total mechanical energy
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of a major CME obtained in this manner is of order 1031−32 ergs, with the potential
energy dominating for flux-rope CMEs (Vourlidas et al., 2000). The magnetic
energy of a CME is the dominant factor; it is widely agreed that CMEs result
from a conversion of magnetic energy into the other forms, but we have no direct
observations and cannot confirm this. The energetics estimates of Vourlidas et al.
(2000) suggest that the magnetic energy does in fact diminish as the kinetic and
potential energies increase.

There are inherent inaccuracies in the estimates of CME energetics. CME masses
are underestimated, due to the assumption that all of the material lies in the plane
containing the solar limb. CME mass and speed underestimations become signifi-
cant for CME components more than ∼30 degrees from the plane of the solar limb
(see Hundhausen, 1993, Appendix A and Hundhausen et al., 1994).

3.3.3. Energy or Mass Distribution
Because of the lack of direct estimates of the dominant component, the magnetic
energy, it is doubtless premature to draw conclusions from the distribution of CME
total energies; but the masses and kinetic energies are available. Vourlidas et al.
(2002) suggest power-law distributions for the mass and kinetic energy, rather than
the exponential distribution of Jackson and Howard (1993). The inferred power
laws are flatter than those observed for flares (e.g., Hudson, 1991).

3.4. UV AND EUV LIMB SPECTROSCOPY

The UV and EUV spectrographic observations of CMEs provide diagnostic infor-
mation but suffer from limited sensitivity. SOHO carries two UV spectrographs
(UVCS for coronal observations, and SUMER for disk observations, but operated
for most of the mission with its slit positioned above the limb in a coronagraphic
mode).

Raymond et al. (2003) discuss three well-observed CMEs, each associated with
an X-class flare near the limb. The UVCS observing slit was positioned approxi-
mately tangent to the limb at a height of 1.64 R� above it, and with an observing
cadence of 120 s for spectra of a variety of UV emission lines, including some
with high formation temperatures (notably FeXVIII above 6 × 106 K). This high-
temperature emission occurs in narrow structures the authors identify with the
current sheets expected to form after the eruption (Ciaravella et al., 2002; Ko et al.,
2003).

SUMER has provided observations that may be more directly related to flare
energy release in large-scale reconnection. The original observation of downflows in
soft X-rays by McKenzie and Hudson (1999) suggested reconnection outflow with
a complex structure and clearly sub-Alfvénic velocities. SUMER observations have
confirmed that the principal components of these downflows have low densities,
being undetectable in any temperature regime (Innes et al., 2003).
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4. Non-Coronagraphic Observations

Much of the interesting development of a CME takes place in the lower corona,
below the coronagraph’s occulting edge. Even if this edge could be placed exactly
at the solar limb, a halo CME originating at disk center would be at a large ra-
dial distance from the Sun before any part of it became visible. Luckily there are
many wavebands, ranging from radio to X-ray, that in principle reveal the CME
development from the photosphere outwards. One must be cautious interpreting
these non-coronagraphic observations, however, because they show aspects of the
CME disturbance that may not be directly identifiable with the mass distribution
as seen in a coronagraph. Radio observations, in particular, normally show only
non-thermal particles and thus give a picture of the overall structure that is biased
towards those parts containing energetic particles, specifically electrons far out in
the tail of the velocity distribution function. The “calibration” of these different
kinds of observation presents problems to the extent that we may need to rely upon
theory and modeling (or even cartoon descriptions) to link one feature with another
observed by very different means (Hudson and Cliver, 2001).

4.1. X-RAY AND EUV IMAGING

We have now had more than a decade of systematic exploration of the solar corona
via soft X-ray and EUV imaging from Yohkoh, SOHO, and TRACE. These new
data have gone far beyond the pioneering observations from Skylab, especially
in terms of sensitivity and of sampling. The essential contributions of these new
observations lie in several domains: the direct observation of ejecta (Klimchuk
et al., 1994; Nitta and Akiyama, 1999); the detailed observation of coronal dimming
(Hudson and Webb, 1997); and the observation of EIT waves (Moses et al., 1997);
Thompson et al. (1999). Such observations show that the coronal restructuring
underlying the CME phenomenon in fact extends throughout the corona, consistent
with the simple idea that the CME simply opens the coronal magnetic field into
an enhanced solar-wind flow. Spectroscopic observations from SOHO (Harra and
Sterling, 2001; Harrison et al., 2003) confirm that the X-ray dimmings do represent
material depletions rather than a temperature effect (Hudson et al., 1996).

The X-ray and EUV observations of eruptions should be considered in the
context of the behavior of filaments observed in Hα emission. Filaments give a
different glimpse at coronal behavior during the CME process. The onset of fila-
ment activity, together with a gradual rising motion presumably related to streamer
swelling, may precede the actual eruption by tens of minutes. In some cases the
erupting filament continues into the outer corona, where it forms the dense core
of a classical three-part CME structure; in other cases the filament appears to stop
(“confined explosion” or failed eruption”; (see, e.g., Moore et al., 2001; Ji et al.,
2003), and in some CMEs there appears to be no filament involvement at all. The
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X-ray observations (Kano, 1994; Hanaoka et al., 1994) show that the filament mat-
ter may heat rapidly during the eruption, and the EUV observations often show
both cool and hot phases of the filament during its eruption.

The direct observations of CME counterparts in the low corona help greatly
with understanding the time sequence of the eruption. The X-ray dimmings could
be directly interpreted as a part of the coronal depletion required for a CME (Hudson
et al., 1996; Sterling and Hudson, 1997; Hudson and Webb, 1997). The dimmings
turn out to coincide with the flare brightening, suggesting that the flare energization
and CME acceleration can be identified (Zarro et al., 1999). This close timing
relationship has also been found with the LASCO C1 observations, which have the
lowest occulting edge and hence the least timing ambiguity (Zhang et al., 2001).

Large-scale shock waves in the corona and heliosphere play a major role in
any discussion of CMEs (Schwenn, 1986); indeed the CME disturbance itself is
describable in terms of MHD waves (e.g., Chen et al., 2002). The type II bursts
provided the first evidence for the passage of global waves through the corona
and heliosphere, and the Moreton waves in the chromosphere (e.g., Athay and
Moreton, 1961) were put into the same context by the Uchida (1968) theory of
weak fast-mode MHD shock emission from solar flares. Interplanetary shocks
and geomagnetic impulses (e.g., Chapman and Bartels, 1940), on the other hand,
have a natural interpretation in terms of bow shocks driven ahead of the CME
ejecta.

4.2. RADIO SIGNATURES

Radio-frequency observations provided some of the first clues of large-scale re-
structuring of the solar corona during a CME. The metric wavelength band
(30–300 MHz) led to the well-known event classification (the type I–V bursts;
see Kundu, 1965). Space-borne receivers extended the observational domain down
to ∼30 kHz, and at shorter wavelengths ground-based observations have generally
improved in resolution and coverage. These bursts tell us about energetic electrons
either trapped in large-scale coronal magnetic structures or propagating through
them on open field lines. In particular, the type II bursts reveal MHD shock waves
propagating away from coronal disturbances such as flares and CMEs. We also now
have clear observations of the elements of the classical 3-part CME structure via
gyrosynchrotron emission at decimetric wavelengths and via free-free emission at
centimetric wavelengths (Bastian et al., 2001).

The radio observations provide key information about the connectivity of the
coronal magnetic field. The type III bursts show that open (i.e., heliospheric) mag-
netic fields can originate in active regions as well as in coronal holes; the exciter (an
electron beam) can be traced over at least four decades in frequency or 8 decades
of density.
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4.3. IN-SITU MEASUREMENTS

CMEs often have observable consequences further out in the heliosphere. There is
still no consensus regarding the mapping of features seen in (coronagraphic) CME
observations with the interplanetary phenomena (Interplanetary CMEs, or ICMEs;
see Schwenn, 1995; Forsyth et al., 2006, this volume; Wimmer et al., 2006 this
volume), but there are many specific signatures (e.g., Gosling and Forsyth, 2001;
Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006, this volume). These range from magnetic clouds
(Burlaga et al., 1982), with a highly organized flux-rope magnetic pattern, to solar
energetic particles (SEPs) (Cane and Lario, 2006, this volume; Klecker et al., 2006,
this volume), whose acceleration is directly related to CME dynamics but which
are observed on field lines not directly a part of the solar ejecta. The presence or
absence of particular signatures varies from event to event, but counterstreaming
electrons (i.e., suprathermal electrons with pitch-angle distributions aligned both
parallel and antiparallel to the field) are commonly interpreted as indicating that
the connectivity of the field is “closed” (here meaning tied to the Sun at both ends,
hence the result of an ejection), even though the observations are carried out in the
heliosphere (hence “open” from the solar-wind point of view).

The prevalence of flux-rope signatures in ICMEs, which are especially clear in
the Ulysses high-latitude events (Gosling et al., 1995), strongly suggests several
aspects of the solar imaging observations. It is now clear that the “disconnection”
events long-sought in coronagraphic signatures are rare, but the common occurrence
of concave-up structures points instead to flux ropes formed in the corona.

The ICME magnetic properties can in principle be used to learn about the source
regions of CMEs (Bothmer and Schwenn, 1994; Rust and Kumar, 1996; Cremades
and Bothmer, 2004; Crooker and Horbury, 2006, this volume). Although we do
not yet have a complete understanding of the mapping of ICME components to
structures in the low corona, filament channels often play an important role. The
prevalence of forward-reverse shock pairs in high-latitude ICMEs, an indication
of overexpansion (Gosling et al., 1994) may reflect the non-radial expansion ob-
served in the low corona by many techniques e.g., (Cremades and Bothmer, 2004).
The particles observed within a CME can also be used as tracers of the magnetic
connectivity (Kahler and Reames, 1991; Larson et al., 1997); the nearly relativistic
particles at higher energies are especially interesting because of their short propa-
gation times. The observations of impulsive particle events closely associated with
flares (e.g., Kahler et al., 2001) confirms the knowledge from radio type III bursts
that open (i.e., connected into the solar wind) field lines commonly occur in active
regions near sunspots.

5. Remarks on Theory

The theory of coronal mass ejections involves a complicated system with large
parameter ranges and an ill-understood coupling between large and small scales
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during the process of eruption. Accordingly the existing theories (e.g., Forbes,
2000) are more descriptive than predictive in nature (see Figure 6 for a cartoon
representation given by Forbes, adding swept-up mass and a bow shock to the
eruptive-flare cartoon of Hirayama (1974) and Anzer and Pneuman (1982). Much
of the theoretical work must be carried out in large-scale numerical simulations,
and the scale of the problem unfortunately limits them to the (resistive) MHD
approximation and to scales far larger than those thought necessary to capture the
microscopic physics.

Most modern models invoke magnetic energy storage in the corona, which is
released either by a dissipative process or by an ideal MHD loss of equilibrium in a
low-β environment. Other models invoke direct driving by injection of twist from
below the photosphere during the eruption; still others make use of gravitational en-
ergy stored in or above the erupting medium. In the dissipative models one describes
the restructuring in terms of magnetic reconnection, either below the erupting struc-
ture (“tether cutting” or “emerging flux”) or above it (“breakout”; Antiochos et al.,
1999). These models would share the geometry of Figure 6 but would differ in the

Hα ribbons

prominence

shock

X-ray loops

cavity

plasm
a

pileu
p

Figure 6. Representation by Forbes (2000) of what has become a standard model for a “three-part”

CME or eruptive flare: a prominence and its surrounding cavity rise through the lower corona, followed

by sequential magnetic reconnection and the formation of flare ribbons at the footpoint of a loop arcade.
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initiation mechanism. Many observational papers strive to identify these processes,
but it would be fair to say that the current results are ambiguous. One grave problem
with essentially all of the models is that they remain in the MHD framework and
thus cannot deal self-consistently with energetic particles.

Finally, the fact of CME existence leads to several further interesting theoretical
problems relating to their propagation into the heliosphere. First among these would
be the problem of solar open flux (Gold, 1962; Crooker et al., 2002; Crooker and
Horbury, 2006, this volume); CMEs regularly increase the fraction of solar open
field, and have a strong solar-cycle occurrence pattern, so why doesn’t the magnetic
intensity in the heliosphere steadily increase? Second, the ejected magnetic flux is
often twisted to form flux ropes, and these will transport magnetic helicity away
from the Sun (Low, 1994; Kumar and Rust, 1996) – ultimately, from the interior
dynamo itself?
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